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By Dave Robinson

At an IBC press conference Linear
Acoustic, the developer of loudness
control tools for TV, announced that
it has been working with independ-
ent developer RadiantGrid Tech-
nologies to produce the AERO.file
ingest loudness manager.

AERO.f i le  br ings Linear
Acoustic multipass scaling, loud-
ness range control, and Upmax-II
upmixing and downmixing to file-
based workflows, without the need
for external hardware devices. 

AERO.file is said to be the first

of several new solutions from the
collaboration between LA and Radi-
antGrid that will address loudness
and audio control in f ile-based
workflows. 

“Until now, loudness scaling was
the only option available for cus-
tomers working in the f ile-based
domain,” said Bob Nicholas, Linear
Acoustic director of business devel-
opment, EMEA. “For myriad rea-
sons, scaling alone may not be
enough.  By combining our
AERO.qc processing with Radiant-
Grid transwrapping and TrueGrid
transcoding technologies, users will

be able to correct and format con-
verted audio all within one very fast
solution.” 8.D29

Linear Acoustic keeps lid on loudness

Bob Nicholas introduces AERO.file at IBC

VoD: could
do better,
says Bestv
By Ian McMurray

“There’s unquestionably a huge
boom in interest  in VoD,” said
Giuseppe Flores D’Arcais, CEO of
Bestv. “The question isn’t about is it
happening any more, but is every-
one delivering it in the best way?”
he added.

D’Arcais argued passionately that
many companies are not – that they’re
investing huge, but unnecessary, sums
of money. “Popular content should be
delivered by push,” he said, “because
there’s no scaling up of cost in pro-
portion to distribution.  For many
companies, relatively minor tweaks in
their business model can make the
difference between profit and loss.

“Our business is to facilitate the
business model of our customers by
helping them establish a more effi-
cient way of delivering content,
especially on-demand content,” he
continued. “That, together with
delivering a better consumer experi-
ence,  can make the difference
between success and failure.”

D’Arcais said he sees similar
challenges with 3D, pointing out
that anything that requires increased
bandwidth – like 3D – should not be
delivered over-the-top.  Bestv has
launched 3VoD, described by the
company as the f irst end-to-end
solution for enabling Push VoD of
3D movies and programmes. 

D’Arcais said that the Bestv
3VoD solution – built  on the
Enhanced Broadcast System – allows
broadcasters and pay-TV operators to
quickly launch attractive 3D services
without requiring major modification
to the broadcast automation system
and headend. 4.B76

By David Robinson

Mixing and matrixing specialist
Lawo launched the newest member
of its radio console family, the sap-
phire, at IBC this weekend. 

The new console is designed to
satisfy a variety of demands through
“a combination of a fresh and intu-
itive control surface, high perform-
ance and flexibility”. Based on the
two-year-old Lawo crystal console,
the sapphire shares the same low

profile but features a solid brushed
aluminium surface and motorised
faders (the digital control technol-
ogy, including ‘fader notch’, is taken
from the mc2 series).

A modular design means that up
to 40 faders can be specified for one
sapphire system, placed arbitarily on
individual studio islands or inte-
grated into the desk. Up to 80 mono
sources can be connected simultane-
ously; stereo and 5.1 sources are
possible as well, each of which can

be assigned to  a  s ingle  fader.
‘Extensions’, as Lawo calls them,
can be added in the form of extra
control panels (with OLED displays,
knobs and buttons) to effectively
lengthen the channel strip and
enhance the production capabilities
of the desk. An optional overbridge
will enable channel levels to be dis-
played.  

The DSP core of the sapphire is
based on Lawo’s proven DALLIS
system, while the company prom-
ises that users will have access to a
wide spectrum of interfaces that
cover all standard formats and is
constantly updated, therefore ensur-
ing backwards compatibility and
future-proofing. The sapphire is also
compatible  with the newly-
announced RAVENNA audio-over-
IP networking technology.

“Our new top of the line on-air
console is stylish and has an intuitive
layout, but is powerful and flexible,”
says product manager Tom Werner.
“It satisfies the needs of technicians
and engineers, as well as for editors
and presenters who demand that
something looks good too.”

The complete system – console,
extensions and overbridge – will
ship in Q1 2011. 8.C71

sapphire is Lawo’s latest jewel
Tom Werner with sapphire

Server system debut: At IBC Evertz is introducing its new Media
client/server system, designed to offer realtime multichannel ingest
in HD and SD. It also supports file-based workflows and playout and
branding capabilities, with multi-tiered storage and dual RAID
controllers. The first tier of storage has been optimised for
performance, with tier two focusing on high-capacity storage. 
Frame-accurate encoding and decoding is supported and the server
employs a clustered file system, with linear scaling of bandwidth and
capacity and dynamic file tiering. Pictured, Evertz product marketing
manager Mo Goyal at the show. 8.B40

By Fergal Ringrose

National  Space Centre has
announced the re-opening of one of
Europe’s f irst teleports, Ireland’s
Elfordstown Earthstation, to the
global satellite market after several
years lying unused. Elfordstown

originally entered service in 1984,
commissioned by Eircom in associ-
ation with Eutelsat as one of the first
state-of-the-art broadcast sites in
Europe, and its location in County
Cork remains the closest westerly
positioned Teleport for connecting to
the USA. National Space Centre, led

by CEO Rory Fitzpatrick, took the
Elfordstown facility over from Eir-
com in January 2010 and has started
work on a multi-million euro expan-
sion and upgrade. This involves the
upgrading of the existing facility to
modern commercial specifications,
and the installation of new antennae. 

National Space centre 
relaunches Irish teleport

Pure gold
from Phabrix
To get your hands on some solid
gold (as demonstrated here by
MD Phil Adams), visit Phabrix’s
stand. The company is
celebrating the manufacture of
its one thousandth SxE test and
measurement system by
encasing the unit in a bespoke
housing of 24-carat gold. Drop
your business card at the
Phabrix stand to enter a draw to
win a golden SxE unit of your
own. 8.E23


